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Workers’ Voice is a U.S. based 
group of workers and activists in 
solidarity with the International 
Workers League, committed to 
the liberation of workers and the 
oppressed. Our ultimate goal is 
a truly democratic society or-
ganized to satisfy human needs, 
rather than corporate greed.

We live in a period characterized by escalating capitalist 
crises, imperialist conflict and war—i.e., the invasion of 
Ukraine—and catastrophic environmental destruction. 

At the same time, there has been an increase in struggle by work-
ers and the oppressed across the world. This includes the mass 
upsurges in many countries across Latin America, as well as the 
mobilizations in Myanmar, Sudan, Kazakhstan, and elsewhere.
   In the United States, the decline of U.S. imperialist hegemony 
abroad has been creating openings for political ferment. The la-
bor movement and various social movements are beginning to 
relearn the basic lesson that struggle is the only way forward. 
Recently, there has been an uptick in the United States in work-
ers’ struggles, including strikes waged by industrial workers. In 
addition, mobilizations of Indigenous water protectors and car-
avans of migrants, as well as mass demonstrations against racist 
capitalist policing and in defense of women and queer people, 
show a growing restiveness among workers and the oppressed 
in the United States. 
  These struggles are attacked at every moment by the ruling-class 
parties. The Democrats and Republicans are aligned in their sub-
servience to big business, landlords, and banks. They work hand-
in-hand to repress movements in the streets, roll back democrat-
ic rights, and maintain the rule of the bosses. As the struggle for 
workers’ power develops, there is increasing support from the 
rulers to far-right and proto-fascist organizations tasked with 
harassing trade unionists, Black and Indigenous communities, 
immigrants, women, and queer people.
   The only force that can connect all struggles against exploita-
tion and oppression is the working class. In order to create a liv-
able earth free of the horrors wrought by the capitalist system, 
workers must take power through the revolutionary overthrow 
of capitalism and the construction of socialism. To accomplish 
this, the working class needs its own political expression and or-
ganization—a revolutionary socialist party.
  Workers’ Voice and Socialist Resurgence have been building to-
ward this type of organization. We are in agreement about the 
necessity for principled regroupment of revolutionary groups. 
The two groups carried out common discussions and practi-
cal work for two years and have come to a shared perspective 
on the fundamental situation facing the working class and op-
pressed today. On this basis, a congress was held on March 19-
20, 2022, in which WV and SR voted to merge as Workers’ Voice. 
Our congress included observers from the International Work-

ers League, Revolutionary Socialist Organizing Project, Tempest 
Collective, Corriente Obrera, and affiliates of the Revolutionary 
Socialist Network. 
   As a fused organization, Workers’ Voice brings together two 
historic traditions of world Trotskyism into a common revo-
lutionary party. We do not see this as the final step in recom-
position of the revolutionary socialist left either in the United 
States or internationally. Workers’ Voice is a party of action. In 
the course of developing relationships and working with oth-
er working-class and socialist organizations in the labor move-
ment and in mass struggles, we hope to take every opportunity 
to begin clarifying discussions on the big political and strategic 
questions that can lead to an even broader regroupment project. 
We also look forward to continuing our participation in the Rev-
olutionary Socialist Network. 
   The working class is an international class, and revolutionary 
parties must also be internationalist at every level. At its found-
ing congress, the fused Workers’ Voice voted to be in political 
solidarity with the International Workers League – Fourth In-
ternational/Liga Internacional de los Trabajadores – Cuarta In-
ternacional. 
   We are excited to combine our efforts and experiences in build-
ing the labor and social movements, carrying out revolutionary 
education, and developing the common experiences of struggle 
of our class that can begin to lay the foundation for developing 
the revolutionary party capable of leading the fight for workers’ 
power to the end. Join us in this project! 
We have a world to win!

STATEMENT ON THE FORMATION OF WORKERS’ VOICE

FUSION PROCESS DELIVERS A N EW ORGANIZATION!

WorkersVoiceUS.org
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On April 4, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPC) issued a new report on the state of the planet. An AP 
story, its headline accurately capturing the only conclusion 

that one could draw from the massive compilations of statistics 
from climate modeling by scientific enterprises around the world, 
screamed: “UN Warns Earth on Track to an Unlivable World.”
   The plotted trends were not new, but the data gathered over 
the last seven years made it clear that (1) the impacts of global 
warming were unfolding more quickly than had been anticipat-
ed, and until now, (2) global gov-
ernments and the capitalist elites 
that back them have completely 
failed to reduce fossil fuel emis-
sions, the main driver of the glob-
al temperature rise. In fact, they 
facilitated an increase of fossil 
fuel emissions in 2021, despite 
decades of warnings and popula-
tions suffering unbearable losses 
due to climate change—losses 
created by extreme weather di-
sasters, heat waves, water short-
ages, agricultural disruption, 
air quality deterioration, the 
increased toxicity of industrial 
pollutants and the new vectors of 
disease increased by all of these.
 The distorted priorities of the 
biggest global powers were made 
crystal clear this year as Russia 
invaded Ukraine with goals that 
included securing for itself the 
fossil fuel and mineral rich region 
of the Donbas. In response, the 
U.S. government raced to boost 
fracking in the Permian Basin 
of the Southwest United States 
(known to environmentalists as 
the “climate bomb”) and the production of liquified natural gas to 
the highest levels possible. In the face of the disaster foretold for 
humans and all the other species on the planet, both great powers 
put fossil-fuel profits and the securing of competitive fossil-fuel 
regimes ahead of all else.
   The IPCC report argues persuasively that the only way for our 
species to avoid a hothouse planet unsuited for human life is to 
reduce fossil-fuel emissions by 50% by 2030. Switching to alter-
native modes of energy production is technologically possible, but 
the energy necessary for the transition itself will use up a great 
deal of the “carbon budget” left to humanity to spend. This means 
that unnecessary production—that is, production for profit that 
has little relationship to actual human needs—must be drastically 
reduced at the same time that alternative energy, transportation, 
and agricultural systems are put online. 
  The IPCC statistics show that the most significant sources of fos-
sil-fuel emissions—the sources that are the easiest to tackle in an 

AFTER THE APRIL U.N. CLIMATE 
REPORT: WHAT NEXT?

By CHRISTINE MARIE emergency campaign—are the energy sector and industry, each of 
which accounts for approximately 34% of greenhouse gas emis-
sions, and together make up 68% of the same. Given the logic of 
the capitalist system, which promises immediate ruin to any indi-
vidual capitalist who fails to put profit first, there is only one social 
force that has both the collective interest and the raw power to 
force changes in the energy and industrial sectors in time.
  That force is the working class, organized to take the power, to 
put these sectors under public ownership and under worker and 
community democratic control so that unnecessary production 
can be cut, emissions reduced, and human needs met. A militant 
layer of working people and farmers in Chile, organized by the 

socialist party known as 
the MIT (International-
ist Workers Movement), 
is already trying to take 
this path.
 Their confidence is 
rooted in the histor-
ic Chilean uprising of 
2019 and a big outreach 
campaign in which they 
took their proposal to 
working class and In-
digenous organizations 
and communities across 
the country. They found 
broad support for the 
radical measure of na-
tionalizing the mining 
industry under workers’ 
control, which simul-
taneously would free 
funds to alleviate the so-
cial emergency, stop the 
environmental devasta-
tion of Indigenous com-
munities, and put work-
ers in the driver’s seat 
of production that could 
meet human needs and 

begin planetary healing. This work is building a political pole 
around the idea, succinctly stated by the socialist economist Julián 
Alcayaga, that in Chile, “the nationalization of large copper, lithi-
um, and gold mining companies is an absolute economic, social, 
and environmental necessity to fight climate change.”
  The Constituent Assembly, not surprisingly, was set up by Chile’s 
governing elites with rules that will surely prevent the adoption 
of the proposal for nationalization without compensation. Yet, the 
debate inside this hall is giving visibility to the activists who wish 
to advance movement building and mobilization in the streets in 
light of the crisis.
  The fight for nationalization of the polluters is not limited to 
Chile. The National Union of Metalworkers in South Africa is fight-
ing to nationalize the energy system. Now it is up to unionists and 
climate activists in the U.S. to take advantage of the news from the 
IPCC and bring the lessons of these struggles to our own organiza-
tions and communities. There is no time to lose. 
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By VINNY GROSSMAN 

Photo: Marching in Minneapolis on May 23, 2021, to mark the anniversary of George Floyd’s death. (Christian Monterrosa / AP)

As Russia’s war on Ukraine grinds on, the Biden adminis-
tration has increased its military “aid” to Ukraine and the 
economic warfare against Russia, doing everything short of 

direct military intervention to create an imperialist bloc against 
Russia.
   In this war we believe that we must “support the resistance of 
the Ukrainian workers and people against the invasion, and we 
must do what is at our hands for the defeat of the Russian troops, 
without this representing any support or political trust in the 
Zelensky government or in the Ukrainian bourgeoisie who call to 
resist the invasion,” as our IWL-FI comrades have stated. In the 
U.S., at the same time, we must develop a working-class solidarity 
movement independent of the Biden government and opposed 
to NATO.
   Biden’s agenda in Ukraine
  In his speech on the “State of the Nation” on March 1, 2022, Biden 
claimed that his government was intervening to aid Ukraine and 
to help the Zelensky government defeat Russia, so that “light will 
win over darkness.” Biden pretended to speak as the leader of the 
“Free World,” forgetting to mention the millions of un-free Puer-
to Ricans, Pacific Islanders, undocumented immigrants, or Black 
people his government oppresses on a daily basis within the U.S. 
empire. And he repeated the old and washed-out adagio of this 
war being “a battle between democracies and autocracies”—for-
getting the many autocracies and undemocratic governments the 
U.S. supports today, starting with Saudi Arabia or Israel.
    It is clear that Biden’s familiar war-like speeches, big gestures, 
and oversized military budgets are geared first of all at hiding 
the embarrassingly poor performance of his administration after 
a disappointing first year in office. Biden has failed to pass any 
major social reforms to guarantee basic union rights for workers, 
voting rights, or to provide for better jobs, real health care, hous-
ing, education, or social services—not to mention climate action. 
The social provisions in the multi-trillion-dollar “Build Back Bet-
ter” package, which Biden boasted about over and over during his 
campaign, are now gone.
   In contrast, Biden was very successful in approving with wide 

bipartisan support a $768 billion war-spending “defense” bill in 
December 2021, one of the largest military budgets for the Pen-
tagon in recent U.S. history for times of peace. This fact points to 
the true nature of the pretend bipartisan “solidarity” efforts with 
Ukraine: This “aid” is not about the Ukrainian people; it is about 
extending the areas of U.S. and European imperialist economic in-
fluence and domination in Eastern Europe and all over the world, 
which are today increasingly threatened by the emergence of a 
new emerging Eurasian imperialist bloc led by China, and more 
recently rallied to by Russia.
    No sanctions!
    A few days after the Russian invasion began, Biden announced 
his intention to unite all the allied countries of NATO to take 
strong action with the goal of “inflicting pain on Russia and sup-
porting the people of Ukraine.” He bragged about the “powerful 
economic sanctions” these imperialist governments were laying 
on the Russian people, and used war-like language, speaking of 
“sapping” Russia’s “economic strength,” and “weakening” its mil-
itary. As a result, Russia’s GDP is expected to contract at least be-
tween 9% and 15%, and the ruble has already fallen by more than 
30% since January.
   Sanctions are neither an alternative to war nor part of a “diplo-
matic” solution to war or to maintain peace. They are, since their 
creation in 1919 by the League of Nations, war by other means—
that is to say, economic warfare enacted during peace times to 
choke and isolate an economic rival. Far from preventing future 
wars, they create greater economic instability and fuel national 
resentment, and thus contribute to war escalation.
By not only enacting strong sanctions but pressuring its Europe-
an partners to do the same, the U.S. government is attempting to 
transform a war of national liberation (Ukraine vs. Russia) into an 
inter-imperialist proxy war (U.S.-led imperialist bloc vs. Russia). 
This would virtually eliminate any space for Ukraine to assert an 
independent economic and military sovereignty, for the only re-
maining choice for this country will be to choose one form of eco-
nomic and military domination, to become either a semi-colony 
of Russia or a semi-colony of NATO.
   In short, Biden is seeking to channel the widespread and legit-
imate outrage of public opinion worldwide against Putin’s crim-

B I D E N ’ S  I M P E R I A L I ST  ‘ A I D ’  T O B I D E N ’ S  I M P E R I A L I ST  ‘ A I D ’  T O 
U K RA I N E A N D  T H E  TA S K S  O F U K RA I N E A N D  T H E  TA S K S  O F 
T H E  U . S .  A N T I WA R  M OVE M E N TT H E  U . S .  A N T I WA R  M OVE M E N T

By FLORENCE OPPEN
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inal actions into popular support for U.S. imperialist expansion. 
He is fighting for U.S. control of key markets and energy and min-
eral resources as well as to cut Europe’s energy ties with Russia 
and to have them instead buy U.S. “liquefied natural gas” (LNG), 
as well as crude oil—in that way, fostering more fossil-fuel ex-
traction to enrich U.S. multinationals. The recent deal to replace 
Russian gas exports to Europe by U.S.-produced LNG, resulting in 
a 68% increase of these exports from 2021, is just one example 
of what is to come.
   Imperialist sanctions become a huge obstacle to organizing a 
working-class way out of the war, which requires developing and 
organizing independent working-class mass action and solidari-
ty across borders, uniting in action the Ukrainian resistance, the 
antiwar movement in Russia, and the anti-imperialist opposition 
to the invasion of all the working peoples in Europe and the U.S. 
To imperialist sanctions, the working-class movement has usu-
ally counterposed “worker sanctions” against the governments 
backing military aggression—that is, strikes and boycotts target-
ing military production and arms shipments of the aggressor, as 
well as its provisioning on oil and gas and resources necessary to 
carry out war.
    Unpacking the “aid to Ukraine” poisoned package
    On March 15, Biden signed a $13.6 billion omnibus bill to “aid” 
Ukraine. This package mixes together very different, or rath-
er, contradictory things. There is a first uncontroversial chunk, 
which represents a third of the package, of $2.6 billion in food 
and medical assistance $1.4 billion in refugee and migration as-
sistance. There is also close to $2 billion of unspecified “econom-
ic” assistance.
    The second chunk is $3.5 billion in “arms to Ukraine.” Because 
we support the right of Ukrainians to self-defense, we support 
their right to acquire the weapons and military equipment they 
need to fight the Russian invasion. But we must state that the 
Zelensky government is a capitalist and pro-NATO government. 
We want arms to go to working people, to the existing indepen-

A delegation from the British National Union of Miners meets 
with members of the Social Movement in Kyiv on Feb. 23, the 
day before the Russian invasion. (NUM photo)

'Biden Aid.' continued on page 7
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On April 1, the Amazon Labor Union—an independent union 
of rank-and-file Amazon workers—shocked the world and 
struck fear into the heart of Amazon’s top bosses when 

the union pulled off an upset victory in a labor board election at 
the massive JFK8 Amazon fulfillment center in Staten Island, N.Y. 
Despite being widely downplayed as an amateur effort with lit-
tle likelihood for success during the run-up to the vote, the ALU 
union drive at JFK8 accomplished what no organizing campaign 
by a well-funded, mainstream union has been able to do to date—
unionize an Amazon facility in the United States. In the final vote 
tally, the ALU defeated Amazon by a resounding 10 percentage 
points, winning with 2654 workers voting for the union and 2131 
voting against.
    The fact that this victory was accomplished by a rag-tag, grass-
roots independent union, comprised exclusively of current and 
former Amazon workers, is particularly noteworthy. The ALU was 
able to win despite the fact that the union drive was run on a shoe-
string budget of just $120,000, which the union raised through its 
GoFundMe account.
    The ALU has not yet won a first contract at JFK8 and faces many 
difficult struggles in the period to come. Nonetheless, the union’s 
victory is an important development for the U.S. labor movement. 
For workers, both non-union and union alike, who are looking to 
build workers’ power and to fight back during a time of escalating 
workplace exploitation and mounting capitalist crisis, the ALU’s 
militant, rank-and-file-led union campaign provides not only inspi-
ration but also a potential model for building a fighting workers’ 
movement.
   In addition, the ALU’s victory raises the prospect of building a 
movement to fight specifically against Amazon, which is now the 
second largest employer in the country, while led by plutocrat Jeff 
Bezos, the world’s second richest man.
   In its treatment of workers, Amazon has pioneered digital sur-
veillance and speed-up techniques in order to maximally squeeze 
and exploit its workforce of more than a million blue-collar ware-
house workers in the United States and around the world. Amazon 
pays poverty wages, maintains an astronomically high employee 
turnover rate of roughly 150 percent, and has a workplace injury 

rate that is more than twice as high than the rest of the warehous-
ing industry. This is a direct result of the punishing production de-
mands that the company places on workers.
  In short, Amazon’s exploitative pattern is a threat to the entire 
working class. By winning a potential foothold of workers’ pow-
er in Staten Island, the ALU could help set the stage for building a 
worker-led movement with the capacity to win real gains for work-
ers and challenge Amazon’s model of hyper-exploitation.
  While the ALU’s union election win at JFK8 is an important vic-
tory, the ALU is now faced with the task of unifying the workers at 
JFK8 and bargaining and winning a first contract. Amazon plans to 
use its power and wealth in hopes of preventing this from happen-
ing. To that end, Amazon has filed a series of spurious legal charges 
with the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) with the aim of 
stalling or undoing the ALU’s victory.
  In addition, the ALU has another union election, which starts on 
April 25, at the JFK5 Amazon sortation center, located across the 
street from the JFK8 fulfillment center in Staten Island. While JFK8 
employs some 8000 workers, there are 1600 workers at JFK5. 
In hopes of preventing the ALU’s initial victory from spreading, 
Amazon has escalated its union-busting campaign at JFK5 in the 
lead-up to the vote. According to a story in Labor Notes (April 14), 
Amazon’s anti-union campaign—which has included retaliation 
against pro-union workers—is even dirtier this time around.
  Regardless of what happens in the union election at JFK5, there 
are many important lessons to draw from the ALU’s success to date.
The type of labor movement that has the capacity to build workers’ 
power and exact major concessions from the capitalist class during 
the current period is a far cry from the top-down, class-collabora-
tionist business unionism and labor liberalism that is the predom-
inant form of trade unionism practiced by mainstream unions at 
present. As Joe Burns argues in his excellent, just-released book, 
the way forward for the labor movement is “Class Struggle Union-
ism.” The ALU’s brand of militant unionism provides an example 
for other workers who are looking to organize, as well as for union 
members who are looking to mobilize their unions to fight.
  For workers and socialists who wish to support the Amazon La-
bor Union, the union has a GoFundMe account for donations. It can 
be found through the ALU’s website, amazonlaborunion.org.

A M A Z O N  WO R K E R S  W I N  B I G A M A Z O N  WO R K E R S  W I N  B I G 
I N  STAT E N  I S L A N DI N  STAT E N  I S L A N D

By BEN SOLIDARITY

Amazon Labor Union President Chris Smalls
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dent workers’ militias, so they can develop their influence in the 
resistance movement. This is why we also strongly support the 
labor movement in Ukraine in building independent armed de-
tachments and militias, to train workers themselves to use those 
weapons.
  The current U.S. budget appropriation is not, however, to buy 
arms for Ukraine; the bill approved by Congress states that it is 
to “replenish U.S. stocks of equipment sent to Ukraine through 
drawdown.” So basically, it is an appropriation for the U.S. to 
mostly rearm itself with new weaponry (and for the U.S. military 
production corporations to make more profits), since the U.S. has 
sent some of its already existing huge military stocks to Ukraine 
and will send more of it.
   There is, finally, the truly poisonous part of the package: The 
remaining third of it has absolutely nothing to do with “aiding” 
Ukraine and has everything to do with expanding U.S. military 
presence in Europe and pushing forward the economic war-
fare against Russia. In the so-called “aid” package, there is $3 
billion for the European Command center of NATO to deploy 
more troops, or as The New York Times (March 18, 2022) plain-
ly states, for the U.S. “to help pay for the deployment of its own 
military units to allied countries in Europe.” There is also $650 
million in “Foreign Military Assistance” to provide more support 
to surrounding armies, “including NATO Eastern flank countries 
and other partners in the region,” and finally, there is “more than 
$175.5 million to enforce the sanctions.
   What the package bill does—voted as a package for obvious 
reasons, and with almost unanimous bipartisan support (only 15 
dissenting votes out of 435 representatives)—is to subordinate 
all humanitarian and direct shipment of military aid to the U.S. 
imperialist project in Europe, that is, to the rapid buildup of U.S. 
NATO troops, the reinforcement of counterespionage and CIA 
activities in Ukraine and Russia, and economic warfare against 
Russia.
  Working people and revolutionary socialists in the United States 
and Western Europe bear a crucial additional task: to actively or-
ganize against their own imperialisms.
     Support the Ukrainian resistance
  Nevertheless, the main axis of the war in Ukraine remains today 
the polarization between Russia’s aggression and the struggle 

of Ukraine for self-defense and national sovereignty. We can-
not waiver on this matter; in this war we must take must take 
sides and support the Ukrainian resistance against the Russian 
invasion. This is why we raise the demands of (1) immediate 
withdrawal of all Russian troops from Ukraine; (2) support to 
the Ukrainian resistance and the right of self-defense, including 
their right to acquire the necessary weapons and material aid 
they need, an effort to which we must actively continue with 
our independent working-class strategy; (3) war reparations 
for Ukraine and the cancellation of its foreign debt alongside 
our opposition to NATO and U.S. imperialism.
   You can find out about the united front “Call to Action” to stop 
the war in Ukraine and our international solidarity campaign 
with Ukrainian unions active in the resistance, and read a longer 
version of this article on our website: www.workersvoiceUS.org.
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International Solidarity Campaign 
with Workers in Ukraine
  In the U.S., working-class people and labor unions can 
look towards the example of our French, Brazilian, Co-
lombian, and Costa Rican fellow unionists who express 
our direct solidarity and aid to Ukrainian workers in-
dependently from the Biden administration, which sup-
ports the interests of U.S. corporations. Ukrainian work-
ing people need to force the retreat of the Russian army 
as well as to resist the attacks of their own neoliberal 
government.
  Since April Workers’ Voice members across the coun-
try have been organizing to collect donations in their 
workplaces and unions. We have set up tables on college 
campuses, concerts, and in our communities. Branches 
around the country set goals for how much our new orga-
nization can collect and send to a miners union. If you’d 
like to make a contribution, venmo @WVCT1.
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By DOLORES UNDERWOOD

The right to an abortion and bodily autonomy are under attack. 
The Supreme Court is poised to overturn Roe v. Wade in June 
2022, which would place abortion legislation completely in 

the hands of states. We’ve already gotten a taste of what this might 
look like: Texas passed SB8, a bounty system for “citizen” lawsuits 
against anyone aiding a surgical or medical abortion. This has al-
ready led to murder charges against 26-year-old Lizelle Herrera, 
who was turned over to law enforcement by the same medical pro-
fessionals she sought care from. (Following protests from around 
the country, the murder charges were dropped on April 10.) 
   In Oklahoma, lawmakers have voted to make abortion a felony, 
and performing one is punishable by up to 10 years in prison and 
a $100,000 fine.
   Roe v. Wade was won in the streets. However, without the in-
dependent mass action of women, both parties have allowed for 
over 1900 abortion restrictions since 1973. About 90 percent of 
U.S. counties do not have abortion clinics. Based on the document-
ed impact of the anti-abortion measures, working-class and op-
pressed women are hit the hardest, making it next to impossible 
for anyone without savings or the ability to take time off from work 
to travel to places to seek care. Immigrant women, with and with-
out papers, fear attempting to travel to another state for any kind 
of abortion, as “inland ICE checkpoints” monitor traffic out of the 
Rio Grande Valley.
   The Democratic Party produced the illusion that working-class, 
Black, and immigrant women’s aspirations—many reflected in the 
Women’s March in 2017—would be fulfilled by the Biden admin-
istration without the need to continue and escalate mass action. 
The march was quickly co-opted by Democratic officials and their 
non-profit and corporate allies. An urgent struggle against a re-
actionary U.S. president and two decades of attacks on abortion 
rights was transformed into an opportunist cooptation for elec-
toral aims. As a result, the 2017 Women’s March did not result in 
the beginning of an independent women’s movement like those in 
Argentina, Chile, Colombia, or Spain.
  The lack of continued mobilizations has led to startling develop-
ments: In the first year of Biden’s presidency, 23 states passed ex-

treme abortion bans and restrictions. Fifteen 
states enacted bans or near-bans on medical 
abortion, and 30 states enacted bans prior to 
fetal “viability,” in many cases legislated at six 
weeks. Only 11 states passed proactive abor-
tion rights legislation.
 Because Roe v. Wade was ultimately expressed 
indirectly via a court decision and not through 
a law in Congress, neither of the two major 
bourgeois parties has ever had to campaign 
over or even commit to defending the right 
to an abortion, leaving this key matter in the 
hands of one of the least democratic institu-
tions in the country. This has framed the fate of 
abortion rights and shaped its limitations: The 
liberal leadership of the women’s movement 
has focused almost exclusively on the pursuit 
of amicable Supreme Court nominees and 
members of Congress as opposed to organizing 

an independent movement in the streets.
  It is important that the unions defend the right of working people 
to reproductive justice. This would be a key step toward strength-
ening a broad movement to demand that reproductive health care 
be made accessible to all working-class people, not just those who 
can afford it, to communities of color, and to the LGBTQI commu-
nities. For example, in the 1980s, the Oil, Chemical, and Atomic 
Workers Union facilitated national meetings of female members on 
how the union should defend abortion rights and maternal health. 
A base in unions or other working-class organizations can anchor 
an independent class intervention to build a mass-action-based 
movement.
  Furthermore, our program must foreground the demands and 
leadership of those fighting for the most oppressed, like the orga-
nizations devoted to Black and Latina women’s health. Pro-Dem-
ocratic Party non-profits that replaced the once-independent 
masses have been unwilling or unable to respond forcefully to the 
divisive and racist Hyde Amendment, which left legal abortion in-
accessible to many women of color.
    For Black women, the denial of reproductive autonomy has deep 
roots. Slavery was built on forced childbearing, and the refusal of 
bodily autonomy has been a constant for Black women since then. 
In the 1960s the “Mississippi appendectomy” resulted in the forced 
sterilization of perhaps 60% of that state’s Black female popula-
tion. Black women have a maternal mortality rate three times high-
er than white women.
   The capitalist system wants to have it both ways: It wants women 
to have children to reproduce the labor force (so it heavily regu-
lates reproductive rights) but it does not want to pay for the cost of 
social reproduction of labor power.
   The abortion fight and the maternal health fights are, in fact, class 
fights over who controls the reproductive power of the working 
class—the ruling class and the state, or working-class women and 
their families—our class. The demand of free abortion on demand 
is also a political fight against this process of domination and com-
modification of women’s bodies.
   Free, safe, and accessible abortions now! Que sea ley! Make it the 
law! For an independent, working-class women’s movement!

BUILD AN INDEPENDENT WORKING-CLASS 
MOVEMENT TO SECURE ABORTION RIGHTS!


